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Super Hound with 6 Pneumatic Wheels -
985x640x350mm
SKU 74405

Rolling platform that is made and executed in an innovative way, flat
transport trolley with handles on the side so that it is easy to lift and can
be stored on its side, effortlessly takes thresholds and curbs up to 8 cm.

TECHNICAL DATA

Product new

Status New

Outside dimension lenght 985

Outside dimension width 640

Outside dimension height 350

Carry weight 250

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Rolling platform that is made and executed in an innovative way. A flat
transport cart with handles on the side so that it is easy to lift and can be
stored on its side. Effortlessly takes thresholds and curbs up to 8cm
because it is equipped with 6 wheels with pneumatic tires and because
the 2 middle wheels are lowered, this also ensures that this rolling
platform can rotate around its own axis with a minimum turning circle.
The wheels have the following dimensions: diameter 260x85mm, the
axle has a diameter of 25mm. The maximum carrying capacity of the
super hound is 250kg. The weight of this rolling platform is 26kg. The
super hound is made of a 2-layer sandwich plastic tray (ABS / TPS). This
makes it extra strong and impact-resistant, the sides are provided with a
soft finish and this prevents damage to doors and frames. The rolling
platform is equipped with a drawbar of 870 mm with 3 positions
stepwise and one-hand operation via push button. When not in use, the
drawbar and push button are sunk into the deck of the rolling platform.
Note: The pictures show how the sidebars fit on to the Super Hound, but
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these are not included and need to be purchased separately if you
require them. You can purchase the sidebars here P/N 74365.
APPLICATIONS The super dog is often used as a rolling platform by
professionals in the following professional groups: - Moving industry -
Piano transport - Interior construction - Installation and insulation
industry - Rental companies for private individuals

Link to visit this page:

https://rotom.co.uk/super-hound-with-6-pneumatic-wheels-
985x640x350mm-74405
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